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Abstract: Backstory, objective, scope Biodiversity includes species richness and evenness. Soil biota 

biodiversity is becoming more essential for natural and managed terrestrial ecosystem integrity, function, 

and sustainability. Soil microbial diversity detection and bacterial community aspects were covered in this 

article. This review should aid soil bacterial diversity research. The main traits Complex, dynamic, living 

earth supports numerous animals. Bacteria are important to soil microflora due to their number, species 

variety, and metabolic diversity. They can also disclose environmental history. Understanding how bacteria 

and their environment interact requires studying soil bacterial communities' structural and functional 

diversity and how they respond to natural or man-made disruptions. 

Culture-dependent approaches have been used to assess soil microbial composition, however only 0.1–1% 

of soil bacteria are accessible, leaving the vast phylogenetic variation unstudied. Culture-independent 

molecular approaches using soil DNA can overcome this problem. These molecular methods have 

substantially advanced our understanding of soil microbial community structures and dynamics, but DNA 

from organic-rich environmental samples is hard to extract and purify. Combining soil microbial 

community investigations needs complementing methods. Culture-dependent and culture-independent 

methods show phylogenetic differences. 90% of cultivated bacteria with 16S rRNA are Proteobacteria, 

Cytophagales, Actinobacteria, and Firmicutes. Clonal study shows that Acidobacteria and 

Verrucomicrobia are underrepresented in culture. Conclusions and perspectives Lastly, we defined soil 

components and compared culture-dependent and culture-independent soil bacterial diversity assessment 

methods. These methods can examine soil bacterial communities, although they only display a part of soil 

microbial diversity. This study proposes alternate methods for bacterial diversity research. We also 

examine culture-dependent and culture-independent conflict data. Four key evolutionary groupings are 

present in most soils: Phyla Actinobacteria, Acidobacteria, Verrucomicrobia, Cytophagales, and 

Firmicutes are commonly found in farmed species. Continuously described species and taxonomy increase 

the bacterial list. Thus, higher taxa or species may be moved to a better-described taxon. Consolidating 

taxa and subdividing or promoting high-ranking taxa can improve organization. Taxonomic and 

methodological restrictions limit soil bacterial diversity knowledge. The best strategies for analyzing 

bacterial populations and understanding new data must be tested and compared. Variety and function will 

become clearer with understanding. 
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